Careering out
of the crisis
Your guide to a happier and
more fulfilled working life.

Tip No. 5 Network from your
armchair
Most people don’t like the term
“networking”. It makes you think of an
uncomfortable experience, where you
are supposed to be dishing out business
cards or delivering an elevator pitch.
So, the starting point, whether it’s face
to face or online, is to think about it as
simply connecting with people.

The

best kind of networking is not directly
focused on getting a new role – it’s a
much more relaxed agenda around
connecting with interesting people,
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Network from your armchair

With most of us at home right

(And if you’re going down the
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is a great way to increase your
visibility amongst the right
target audience and make those
important and helpful
connections.

So now that you’ve set your
goals, whether that’s finding a
new role or building your
brand, and you’ve decided on
the audience and messaging it’s time to get online with
LinkedIn, Facebook, Bumble
Bizz or whatever platform is
best suited to the type of
connections you want to make.

Some of the same rules apply to
building a website and a
LinkedIn profile that will help
you network and build your
online presence.

Inbound Networking
Keywords in your
profile/website are a great
place to start if you want
people to find you. As well as,
generating content – blogs,
vlogs, updates all relating to
your brand messaging and
including your keywords, can

not only help attract visitors to
your profile but prove you’re a
credible source of expertise.
Make sure you fill out your
LinkedIn profile fully. It sounds
obvious but most people,
especially those who have been
in the business for many years,
only post a job title and leave
out job descriptions that could
be full of valuable keywords. If
you’re missing a background
photo, an About section, or
even the opportunity to post a
blog, video or links in the
Featured section, now is the
time...

Outbound Networking

Whenever I notice someone
new sharing, liking, or
commenting on a post I’ve
published I automatically click
on their profile to find out
more about them. You’ll also
get a message from LinkedIn as
to who has viewed your profile
and it’s a good opportunity to
connect with them on the basis
that they were interested in
you or something you were
posting about. Webinars are
also a great way to make
introductions. If you’ve just
watched a fantastic webinar
that’s a great opportunity to
drop them a compliment to say
how much you enjoyed it and
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So, keep connecting, keep building
your network, and keep adding value
wherever you can.

Your new career awaits.

If you have any questions or
would like to find out more about
our Career Transitioning
Support -please feel free to
contact me directly.

nicki@denholmassociates.com
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